Manifesto

I, Harshit Baranwal (160110011) contesting for the post of Hostel-Music Secretary, if elected, propose to do the following:-

Initiatives

- Ideating and making of a Hostel Album in collaboration with Film & Media Secretary.
- Creating a Facebook group of music enthusiast students and sharing video tutorials of Guitar, Drum, Keyboard, Vocals Studio etc along with sharing pictures and videos of all the Music related Events.

Maintenance of Music Inventory

- Guitar: Propose buying of brand new Semi acoustic/Electric guitar, repairing the current bass guitar.
- Keyboard: Propose buying a keyboard stand.
- Congos: Propose buying a new stand or get the old stand repaired.
- Drums: Maintain the drums and their keys and drum sticks to my fullest.
- Amplifier & Mics: Will get the current amplifier repaired or would propose to buy a new one.
- Will ensure that all the equipments are working, especially before major events like Goonj. Will also keep spare lead cables s.

Inter Hostel Events

- Ensure that the students of hostel are well informed about the Inter Hostel Music events (Goonj, Sophie Music League) through Posters and proper publicity through the social media to create enthusiasm and increase participation of the hostel inmates.
- Ensure that proper auditions as well as proper and timed jamming, theme meets are conducted for all the Inter Hostel events. Will also try to put up the best team forward for these competitions.

Hostel Events

- Extend my full cooperation to the hostel council in all hostel events such as PAF, 9tanki.

Miscellaneous

- Will try to take music enthusiasts to places of interest where live music is played.
- Will conduct guitar, drumming and flute workshops for freshers as followup to Hostel Album and try to find talented and enthusiastic musicians to represent the hostel in future versions of Goonj.

Credentials

- Knows how to play Keyboard.
- Learning to play Drums.